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Abstract. Background on the Herbrand Theorem and Herbrand's error is given in §1
below. §2 presents Godei's correction. As it turns out, his proof is extremely close to that
devised by Dreben and his co-workers; published in full in [Dreben & Dentón 1966\ (and,
somewhat condensed, in [van Heijenoort 1967, 572-576] and [Herbrand 1971,193-199]).
§3 concerns counterexamples to Herbrand's false lemma and numerical bounds for the
corrected lemma. In particular, I show that the bound obtained by Gödel's argument cannot
be significantly improved.

Jacques Herbrand and Kurt Godei were two principal subjects of Jean van Heijenoort's
editing, writing and research. The keystone of Herbrand's logical achievement is Chapter 5
of his doctoral thesis [Herbrand 1930], in which Herbrand presents his théorème fonda-
mentale, since known as the Herbrand Theorem. Recently, material in Gödel's mathe-
matical notebooks has come to light which shows that Godei, too, studied this chapter
closely. This paper is devoted to an account of Gödel's examination of Herbrand.

Herbrand's proof of his Theorem in Chapter 5 contains a serious error. The error was
not noticed in the 1930's, apparently because Herbrand's thesis was not closely read,
although Bernays did note that "Herbrand's proof is hard to follow" [Hubert & Bernays
1939, 158|. In that period, other logicians proved variants of the Herbrand Theorem by
using alternative proof-theoretic strategies. The first published notice of the error was not
until [Dreben, Andrews and Aanderaa 1963], and a corrected version of the Herbrand's
false lemma was first announced in [Dreben 1963]. However, it turns out that Godei had
detected the flaw in Herbrand's argument twenty years earlier; moreover, he too had

This paper was intended for the special issue devoted to van Heijenoort, but regrettably was not
received in time.
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arrived at a correct replacement for the false lemma. But Godei neither published anything
on the matter, nor, it seems, mentioned it to anyone until 1963, after notice of the error was
published, when he told van Heijenoort that he had found a lacuna in Herbrand's argument
in 1943 and had written a note on the matter "for his own personal use" (see [Herbrand
1967, 8] or [van Heijenoort 1985a, 121]). Even then he did not hint that he had devised a
correction.

Background on the Herbrand Theorem and Herbrand's error is given in §1 below. §2
presents Godei's correction. As it turns out, his proof is extremely close to that devised by
Dreben and his co-workers; published in full in [Dreben & Dentón 1966] (and, somewhat
condensed, in [van Heijenoort 1967, 572-576] and [Herbrand 1971, 193-199]). §3 con-
cerns counterexamples to Herbrand's false lemma and numerical bounds for the corrected
lemma. In particular, I show that the bound obtained by Godei's argument cannot be
significantly improved.

§1. Herbrand's Error. The basic idea of the Herbrand Theorem may be stated fairly
easily. With each quantified formula F Herbrand associated a (usually infinite) sequence of
quantifier-free formulas, each longer than the proceeding one and truth-functionally implied
by it. These formulas are now called Herbrand (validity) expansions of F or Herbrand
disjunctions of F. The Theorem states that F is derivable in a standard system of quantifi-
cation theory if and only if there exists an Herbrand expansion of F that is truth-
functionally valid. A nonconstructive proof of this is not difficult. But Herbrand, as a strict
follower of the Hubert school, was interested only in finitistic arguments. For him, it was
essential that the proof be constructive: that one be able to calculate from any given
derivation of F the size of an Herbrand expansion that would be valid, and that from any
valid Herbrand expansion one be able to construct a derivation of F. The latter can be done
fairly straightforwardly, and the end result is a derivation of F without use of modus
ponens or any similar cut-rule. Hence a proof of the Herbrand Theorem also provides, as a
byproduct, a proof of cut-elimination. It is the former step, going from derivation to vaiid
expansion, that is difficult.

Herbrand's argument for this part of the Theorem is inductive. He shows that each
axiom of the quantificationa! system has a valid expansion of calculable size. Then, for
each inference rule of the system, he argues that given premises of that inference rule
which have valid Herbrand expansions of certain sizes, we can calculate the size of the
valid Herbrand expansion of any formula that can be obtained from those premises by the
inference rule. In its "context-independent" treatment of inference rules, this form of
argument is different from that used by Gentzen for his Hauptsatz and Hubert and Bernays
for the £ -Theorems; in their proofs, derivations are manipulated as wholes.

Not too surprisingly, the difficulty in Herbrand's treatment surfaces with respect to
modus ponens. The measure of the size of an expansion that Herbrand used is called its
order. Herbrand thought he had proved that if F and F^G have valid Herbrand expan-
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sions of orders p and q, respectively, then G will have a valid Herbrand expansion of order

max(p,q). His ingenious argument has three parts:

(1) if F and F^> G have valid Herbrand expansions of orders/) and q, then the formula

FA (F^> G) has a valid expansion of order max(p,q);

(2) if a formula has a valid expansion of order p then so do all of its prenex forms;

(3) if a certain prenex form of F л (F ^> G) has a valid expansion of order p, then so

does G.

Steps (1) and (3) are correct; (2) is false. Hence there must be a flaw in the lemmas that

assert the following for each of the usual prenexing rules: if F has a valid expansion of

order p and if G comes from F by application of the rule, then G also has a valid expansion

of order/». Since the logical primitives of Herbrand's system of quantification theory are

"~", "v", " V and " 3 " , the rules in question are the two that allow a quantifier to be

pulled across a negation sign and the two that allow, inside a formula F, a subformula

(Зл:)Ф(лг) v P to be replaced by (Зх)(Ф(х) v P) and (Улг)Ф(х) v P to be replaced by

(\/х)(Ф(х) v P), where P does not contain free x (as well as the symmetrical rules with the

order of disjuncts reversed). Now, Herbrand's lemmas are correct for the rules about

negation and for the rules pulling out an existential quantifier. For the rule pulling out a

universal quantifier, if the subformula in question occurs positively in P the lemma is

trivial, since the Herbrand expansions of F and of the formula obtained from P are

identical. Herbrand's error occurs with respect to this rule when the subformula occurs

negatively. (Incidentally, Herbrand also shows the analogous lemmas for these rules

applied in the reverse direction, i.e., as antiprenexing rules. Here Herbrand's proofs are all

correct.)

Godei, in his consideration of Herbrand, uses a dual form of the Herbrand theorem.

Here one defines Herbrand satisfiability expansions. The theorem to be proved is: a

formula F is refutable in a standard system of quantification theory if and only if there

exists an Herbrand satisfiability expansion of F that is truth-functionally unsatisfiable.

We follow Herbrand in treating a language whose logical primitives are: ~, V, V, and

3. Let F be a formula; we assume no variable occurs both bound and free in F, and no

variable is bound by two different quantifier-occurrences. A bound variable is said to be

restricted iff the quantifier binding it is either existential and within the scopes of an even

number of negation signs (possibly 0) or universal and within the scopes of an odd

number of negation signs. A bound variable is said to be general if it is not restricted. The

(satisfiability) functional form F* of F is obtained from F by deleting all quantifiers,

replacing each free variable of F by a new and distinct constant, and replacing each
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restricted variable v of F by a term^wj,..., w¿), where/is a new function sign, said to be

associated with the variable v, and wi,..., w¡ are the general variables governing v. If v is

governed by no general variables, then/ is 0-place, i.e., a constant

The height of a constant is 1 ; the height of a term f{t\,..., tj),j > 0, is one greater than the

maximum of the heights of t\,..., t¡. For each p > 0, the Herbrand domain D{F,p) is the

finite set of terms of height < p constructed from the function signs that appear in F*, and a

special initial sign 0 (included to insure that there is a place to start); the sign 0 is stipulated

to have height 0.

The Herbrand satisfiability expansion E(F,p) of F of order/? is the conjunction of all

instances of F* over D(F,p), that is, the conjunction of all formulas obtained from F* by

substituting terms in D(F,p) for its free variables. In this dual form, Herbrand's false

lemma states:

Let G come from F by replacing a positively occurring subformula

{Х1х){Ф{х) v P) with (Ух)Ф(х) v P, where x does not occur in P. Then for

anyp, ifE(F,p) is truth-functionaUy satisfiable, so is E(G,p).

The difficulty stems from the fact that the functional forms F* and G* differ; the terms that

replace restricted variables whose quantifiers lie in P will have one more argument place in

F* than they have in G*, since they are governed by the general variable x in F but not in

G. Consequently, there will be instances of G* in which the subformulas corresponding to

Pare the same, while in the analogous instances of F* those subformulas are different, due

to a difference in the term that supplants x.

This difference between the expansions of F and G would not matter if the subformula

contained л rather than v. In that case, a truth-functional argument shows that in every

instance of F* we can replace the subformula corresponding to P by a subformula in

which the substituent for x is 0. while preserving the satisfiability of the expansion. That is,

suppose A is any truth-assignment that makes E(F,p) true; let H be an instance of F* over

D(F, p), and let H' be the instance of F* in which the substituents for all the variables

except x are the same as in H but the substituent for x is 0. Let Ф] л P\ and Фт л Pi be

the subformulas of these instances that correspond to (\/х)(Ф(х) л Р). Finally, let /result

from H by replacing P\ with / 4 Then A must make J true. For, since A makes H and H'

true, it could fail to make J true only if Ф] л P, and Фз л P2 were true but Ф]Л Pi and

Ф2 л Pi were false. This, of course, is impossible. Given this truth-functional fact, it is

easy to show that the truth-assignment A can be transformed into one that makes E(G,p)

true.

Obviously, this truth-functional argument fails if the subformula contains v rather than

л. The desired conclusion, that Ф] v P-> is true, will follow only if it is known that one of

the disjuncts is true. It would be enough to know that either Ф) is true or Фо is false, since
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in the latter case the truth of Ф2 v Pi will yield that of Pi- The key to the correction to

Herbrand is to find terms that, as substituents for the variable x, engender false sub-

formulas Ф2 whenever possible. But these terms may well have positive height; the result

will be a dramatic increase in the order of the expansion of F whose satisfiability is needed

to guarantee the satisfiability of E(G,p).

§2. Gödel's Correction. Gödel's Nachlaß contains sixteen mathematical notebooks,
labelled "Arbeitshefte". The prose in them, in German, is written for the most part in the
Gabelsberger shorthand that Godei used in much of his note-takng and some of his
manuscripts.1 They are not dated; nor were they written consecutively.

Most of the material on Herbrand lies in Arbeitsheft 5, pp. 14-79. On p. 22 the
Fundamental Theorem is cited, and the crucial lemma noted with the remark "the lemma
itself is probably false." Godei concludes the page, "For the following pages 23-33, the
mistake in Herbrand was not yet known to me." Those pages contain parts of a proof of
the Theorem, including the beginning of an argument for the false lemma. On page 33
Godei gives the expansions of order 2 of formulas (\/и)(Х/х)[ф(и^с) v (3v)ip(M,v)] and
(\/u)[(\/x)$)(ujc) v (3v)ip(w,v)(w,v)], and tries to see if the expansion of the latter could be
unsatisfiable while that of the former is satisfiable. This is headed "Attempt at a refutation
of Herbrand's Lemma". It is not successful; a marginal note says "A refutation is
impossible with this formula; compare AH 4, p. 29." At that place there is a short and
correct argument that, for such simple formulas, if an expansion of order p of the former
formula is satisfiable then so is the expansion of order p of the latter. Thus, a counter-
example to Herbrand's false lemma would have to be more complex. Another attempt, in
Arbeitsheft 5, pp. 14-17 is headed "Herbrand, attempt Ito find] a counterexample for his
false lemma," but here too there is nothing close to an example that will work. The title
"Correction to Herbrand" near the bottom of Arbeitsheft 5, page 35 marks the beginning af
Gödel's proof of a corrected version of the false lemma, which continues until page 53.
Pages 53-79 then complete the poof of the Herbrand Theorem, following Herbrand's plan
but incorporating the quantitative changes necessitated by the revised lemma.

The material on pages 35-53 is rough, but it does contain a correct proof. In the
presentation of Gödel's argument below, 1 have filled in small lacunae and have altered the
notation in the interests of consistency and readability. Moreover, I have modified two
aspects of his proof more substantively. First, Godei uses Herbrand's original formulation
of the notion of expansion ("réduite"), which is truth-functionally equivalent to that given
in §1 but has a far less perspicuous syntactical structure. (Herbrand's original notion of
réduire and its relation to the standard notion of expansion are discussed in [van Heijenoort
/967, 543-544 and 572-573J = {Herbrand ¡971, 153 and 194-195].) Herbrand started
using the notion of §1 in 1931, and it has since become standard. Its use below necessitates

lrThe portions of Gödel's notebooks dealing with Herbrand were transcribed by Cheryl Dawson.
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a truth-functional argument for Lemma 1 slightly different from Godei's. Second, Godei,

following Herbrand, does not deal directly with the domains D(F,p), but has the terms in

them take values in what he calls "formal domains". This figures in the proof of

Proposition 1 below. In Godei's formulation the problem is to find, given such values for

the terms occurring in the expansion of F, suitable values for the terms occurring in the

expansion of G I have reformulated the argument to eliminate the "formal domains";

instead, terms in the expansion of G are "evaluated" by mapping them directly to terms in

the expansion of F.

GÖDEL'S CORRECTED LEMMA. Let G come from F by replacing a

positively occurring subformula (Ух)(Ф(х) v P) with (\/х)Ф(лг) v P, where

x does not occur in P. Let r be. the number of general variables governing

the subformula (Ух)(Ф(х) v P) in F, let L = 2 + the number of function

signs in F* + the maximum number of argument places of these function

signs, and let N= 4p-2rLlp. Then, for any p, ifE{F,N) is truth-functionally

satisfiable, so is E{G,p).

We use the following notations. Let x\,..., xr be the general variables governing (Ух)(Ф(х)

v P) in F. Let Ф*(хи..., xr, x, y\,...,ym) and P*(xu..., xr, x ,zb..., zn) represent what Ф{х)

and P become in F*; the y¡ are general variables quantified inside Ф(у), the z¡ are those

quantified inside P. If Я is an instance of F* and E is a formula, then H[E] is the formula

obtained from H by substituting E for the subformula of//that corresponds to (Ух)(Ф(х)

v P).

DEFINITION. Let A be any truth-assignment to an expansion E{F,q). A term t is

favorable ior{t\,...,tr) in D(F,q) iff either

( 1 ) A makes Ф*(^..... rn /. л i,..., sm) true for all sx,..., sm in D{F,q)\

or

(2) A makes H\i-\ true whenever H is an instance of F * over D{F,q) in which the

substituents for уь ..., » are t\,... tr.

Godei calls this the "most important definition." Its second clause says that the falsity

of some Ф*(Г1,..., tr, t, si,..., sm) is inessential in the sense that instances of F* that contain

it will be true anyway. Godei exploits this clause in the following Lemma.
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LEMMA 1. Let Abe a truth-assignment that makes E(F,q) true. Ift is unfavorable for

(ii,..., tr) in D(F,q), then A makes P*(h,..., tr, t, «b..., un) true for all uh..., un in D{F,q).

PROOF. Let Mi,..., un be any terms in D(F,q). From the hypothesis, A makes Ф*(Гь...,

tr, t, s\,..., sm) false for some si,...,.sm in D(F,q), and A also makes H[i] false for some

instance H of F* over D(F,q) in which the substituents for yi,..., yT are t\,..., tr. Let J =

ЩФ*(?1,..., tr, t, si,..., sm) v P*(t\,..., tr, t, Mi,..., un)]. Then У is also an instance of F* over

D(F,q), so that A makes J true. Since A makes H[±] false, A must make Ф*(Гь..., tr, t,

Si,—, 5Ш) v P*(?i,..., i r, r, Mi,..., ми) true. But since A makes the first disjunct false, A must

make the second disjunct true. •

DEFINITIONS. (1) A ф-domain consists of a truth-assignment A, a domain D(F,q), and

a function (j>:D(F,io)r — D(F,co) such that A makes E(F,q) true and, for all t\,..., tr in

D(F,q), either ф(Г],..., îr) = 0 or ф(?ь~., tr) is unfavorable for <?i,..., tr) in D(F,q).

(2) Given <|):D(F,(o)r — D(F,io), the sets М,(ф), are defined inductively thus: Мо(ф) =

{0}; М,+1(ф) = {Дгь..-, fik) l/a function sign of F* and tu..., tk e М,(ф)} U {ф(гь..., íP) |

fb...,fr €М,(ф)}.

(3) A ^-domain (A,D(F,q),<\>) has property a(/>) iff МДф) £ D(F,q), and has property

ß(/?) iff for every r-tuple <fi,..., rr) of terms in М^ф), if some t e D{F,q) is unfavorable for

(t\,..., tr) in D(F,q) then ф(Гь..., гл) is such a t.

PROPOSITION 1. If there exists a ^-domain <A,D(F,q),<\>) having properties a(2p) and

ß(2/j), then E(G,p) is satisfiable.

PROOF. Let us say that a function sign / "arises from P" if it is the function sign

associated with a restricted variable bound by a quantifier in P. If/arises from Pthen it has

one more argument in F* than it has in G*, namely, the variable *. In fact x will be the

r+lK( argument, immediately after jfj,..., л>. To find a truth-assignment verifying E(G,p),

we evaluate each such function sign /of G* as the corresponding function sign of F*, but

with the "extra" r+ 1st argument place filled by an appropriate value of ф. This is the effect

of the following mapping y.D{Gxo) —• D{F, to):

Yflj\...tk) =ЛУТ1—У(к) for all function signs/save those arising from P

yßj\..jru\...uk) =fiyti...ytrÜyti,..., ytr) yu{...yuk) if / arises from P

By induction, y\D(G,k)\ £ М2А-(Ф). Since ф has property a(2p), y\D(G,p)\ £ D{F,q).
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Let A«Y be the truth-assignment that is the composition of A and y, in the following

sense: for every atomic formula Rt\...tk that occurs in E(G,p), A*y assigns the same value

to Rt\...tk that A assigns to Ryti...ytk. We must show that A«y makes E(G,p) true, that is,

that Aoy makes every instance of G* over D(G,p) true. Let H be such an instance, and let

yH be the result of replacing each atomic subformula Bt\...tk of Я by Ryt\...ytk- Thus Aoy

gives to H the same truth-value that A gives to yH. Now yH will differ from an instance J

of F * over D(F,q) only in containing a positive subformula

С: Ф*(уп,..., ytr, Y*. ysu..., YSWI) v P*(Y?i,-, Ytr, £ , Y"i,-, Y"«),

with Z, = (KYÍI,—, Yfr), where J contains the subformula

D: Ф*(угь..., ytr, ytt ysu..., YS™) v P*(ytu..., Yh, Y«i,-, Y««)-

That is, y# = ДС]. Since A makes E{F,q) true, A makes 7 true. Hence A could make yH

false only ifit made С false and J [±J false but made D true. But if С is made false so is its

first disjunct, so that yt is unfavorable for {yt\,..., ytr) in D{F,q). Since the ф-domain has

property ß(2/>), Ç is unfavorable for <vii,..., ytr) in D{F,q). By Lemma 1, the second dis-

junct of С must be made true, whence С is made true. Hence A makes yH true. •

REMARK. An extension of the above argument, unnoticed by Godei, avoids the appeal

to Lemma 1, and consequently allows us to simplify the definition of "favorable" by

omitting clause (2). As before, if A makes J true but yH false, then £ is unfavorable for

{yt\,..., yt,). By definition, there exist r\ ,.., rm in D{F,q) such that A falsifies Ф*(у^ь •••>

Y/y, £, rL ..., rm). Let £ be Ф*(у>ь — Y'r. £ . П. - , '"/и) v P*(yti,..., ytr, К ,Y«i...., Y«n)

and let /Г = J\E\. Note that Л gives E and С the same truth-value, since they have the

second disjunct and their first disjuncts are both false. Hence У [EJ has the same truth-value

as yH. But J[E\ is an instance of F* over D{F,q); hence A makes it true.

PROPOSITION 2. For any ф ami p, |Л//?(ф)| < 2Ll>-

PROOF. Let u(/) = |М/(ф)| and let v(/) = 1 + u(/). Suppose F* containsy function signs

with maximum number к of argument places. Note that the Л/,(ф) are generated by j + 1

functions: application of each of they function signs, and ф. Thus u(/ +1) < u(/) + (/ +

1)-ц(/)*£ д(/ ) + |1 + u(i)]J+i+k. Hence v(/ + 1) < v(/) + v(i)J+l+k < v(i)J+k+2 = v(i)N.

Since u(0) = 2, by induction we have v(p) < 2LP, SO that \x{p) < 2LP. •
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PROPOSITION 3. If E(F,N) is satisfiable, then there exists a ф-domain that has

properties a(2p) and ß(2/?).

PROOF. Let A be any truth-assignment verifying E(FJ\f). Define a sequence фь фг, ...

of functions and a sequence q\, ̂ 2,... of integers as follows:

(1) Ф1 takes every r-tuple from D(F,to) to 0, and q\ = 2p.

(2) Suppose ф/ and q¡ are defined for even i. Let ф/+1 = ф] and qi+\ = q¡ + 2p.

(3) Suppose ф/ and qi are defined for odd i. Let qi+\ = q¡. If (A,D(F,qi), ф/> has

property ß(2/?), then let ф г + ] = ф,. If not, let {t\,..., tr), be the earliest r-tuple from M2P(<bi+d

such that there exists a t in D(F,qï) that is unfavorable for {t\,..., tr) in D(F,qi), but ф/(?1,...,

tr) is not such a t. Pick the earliest such t; let ф,-ц(*1,..., tr) -1, and let ф,+1 agree with ф,- on

all other r-tuples.

An important consequence of the definition of "favorable" is this: if t is unfavorable for

(?!,..., tr) in D(F,q) and if q> q, then t is unfavorable for {/1,..., tr) in D(F,q'). Since the q\

are nondecreasing, it follows from the specification of the construction that if ф/(/1,..., îr) ^

0 then ф/(?ь..., rr) is unfavorable for {/1,..., tr) in D{F,q) and фг(Гь..., rr) = фД/i,..., tr) for

each 7 > /". If / < NI2p then q¡ < N, so that A makes E(F,q¡) true.2 Hence, for such i,

(A,D(F,q¡)$i) is a ф-domain.

LEMMA 2. For í-űc/г /,

PROOF. If / is even, then М2р(ф) = А/2у?(ф/+1) trivially, since ф, = ф/+ь Suppose г is

odd. As has just been noted, ф,(Гь..., tr) * §¡+\{t\,..., tr) then ф/Oi,..., tr) * 0, and so

ФДГ1,..., ir) e Мо(ф/+1). Itthen follows easily by induction on £ that М^(ф) £ MA- (Ф/+1).

LEMMA 3. For each i, /7'ф,(/-ь..., rr) * 0 r/îf/v r¡,..., tr are in

PROOF. Let y be the least number such that фДгь..., tr) * 0. By the construction, t\,...,

t,- are in А/2р(фу). The result then follows by Lemma 2.

r L

r L

Giklel's use of 4/> here is not needed; for if / < 2 2 then q.< 2p-2 , and Lemmas 3 and

4 below show that the desired ф. will have / strictly less than 2p-2'

Lemma could use the bound 2p-2

Hence the Corrected
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LEMMA 4. There exists an odd integer i, i < N/2p, such that (A,D(F,qi), ф,) has

property ß(2p).

PROOF. If no such i existed, then, for к = N/2p there would be k/2 r-tuples (t\,..., tr)

such that (j)jt(/i,..., tr) * 0. But by Proposition 2 and Lemma 3 there must be fewer than

NlAp such r-tuples.

LEMMA 5. Ifi is odd then (A,D(F,qi), Ф/> has property a{2p).

PROOF. By induction on к we show: if t £ М(ф{) then t £ D(F,qi+i +k). This is

obvious for к = 0. Suppose it is true for k. Ift = fit\...tj) for fa. function sign of F* and t\...tj

in М^фг), by the induction hypothesis t\,...,tj £ D(F,qi-\ +k), so that t £ D^,q\.\ +k+l). If Г

= 4X/i,..., tr) for ti in М^(ф/), then, since ф/ = фм» / £ D((F,^/-i). We conclude that

M2pm £ (D(F,tfM +2/7) = D(F,qi).

Obviously, Proposition 3 follows at once from Lemmas 4 and 5. •

The foregoing argument for the correction of Herbrand's Lemma turns out to be, in all

essentials, the same as that of |Dreben and Dentón 1966]. Godei's ф-domain corresponds

closely to the Л-admissable function in the latter. The two conditions in Dreben and

Denton's definition of "Л-resolvent" are just Gödel's properties a(p) and ß(/?). Conse-

quently, Proposition 1 above amounts to the same as Dreben and Denton's Lemma I.

Dreben and Dentón use the simplified form of (what corresponds to) the notion of

"favorable", i.e., the form mentioned in the Remark above. Dreben and Denton's inductive

construction of an appropriate function ф, is the same as Gödel's; however, they have a

somewhat different way of bounding the number of steps needed to obtain a function with

the desired properties. As a result, in their corrected Lemma the order of the satisfiable

expansion of F required to assure the satisfiability of the expansion E(G,p), is slightly

larger.

Godei gives that order as 4p2>'-2p- As noted in footnote 2, his argument in fact yields

the bound of 2p2rI-2p- Tim bound can be further improved, by a more careful calculation

of the cardinality of the set Л/о^ф). It' the functional form F* contains n function signs

whose maximal degree is m, then this calculation yields I M 2р(ф)\ < (я+1)(П1+1) р. Hence

the order of the expansion of F can be taken to be 2p-(n+\)r"("1+l)2p.

§3. Counterexamples and numerical bounds. Herbrand's original assertion was that

if G is like F but for containing a subformula (\/х)Ф(х) v P where F has (\/х)Ф(х) v P),

then an expansion of G will be satisfiable provided that the expansion of F of the same

order is satisfiable. The corrected Lemma differs dramatically in quantitative terms, for it

requires the satisfiability of a much larger expansion of F. Indeed, the order of the
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expansion of P grows doubly exponentially in the order of the expansion of G. Moreover,
the order of the expansion of F depends also on certain syntactic features of F, namely, the
number and degree of function signs that occur in the functional form F*. Those
parameters reflect the number and type of quantifiers in F.

As far as can be told from the material in Godei's notebooks, however, Godei never
arrived at a counterexample to Herbrand's original assertion.. That is, although he saw that
Herbrand's argument for his Lemma was flawed, he never showed that Herbrand's
Lemma is actually false. Without such a counterexample, the immense increase in order
demanded by the corrected Lemma may well have looked gratuitous. Perhaps this
contributed to Godei ' s reticence about telling anyone of his correction.

In 1963 Stài Aanderaa found counterexamples to Herbrand's Lemma, which also
demonstrated the necessity of taking syntactic features of the formula into account. In
particular, Aanderaa constructed, for each p, formulas F and G related as above such that
E(F,p) is satisfiable but E(G,3) is unsatisfiable.3

Of course the growth in order given in Godei's Corrected Lemma (as in [Dreben and
Dentón 1966\), even when it is refined as indicated at the end of the previous section, is
much larger. I shall now give a counterexample to Herbrand's original assertion that
provides a lower bound for the growth of order that is close to Godei's upper bound. In
order to show more clearly the basic strategy of the construction, I start with a simpler
version that yields, for each p, a formula F such that E(G,p+2) is unsatisfiable while

E(F,2'2p) is satisfiable. Each such F is a formula in pure quantification theory, that is, no
function signs occur in it, and contains a fixed number of quantifiers. Thus the construction
shows that there can be doubly exponential growth of order when the other parameters are
fixed.

The formula contains a triadic predicate letter C, dyadic letters N and H, and monadic
letters Ko, K\, LQ, ..., Lp. Let S be the set of of words on the alphabet {0,1} whose length
is 2', 0 < i < p; if w is a word let \w I be the length of w and let val(n') be the numerical
value of w when w is construed as a binary numeral. These predicate letters with the
exception of И have an intended interpretation over the universe S: Cuvw is to mean It/1 =

In1 i and iv = uv (i e.. a string и concatenated with string v); Nvw is to mean Iv I = \w I and

val(n') = val(v)+l; KQW is to mean that w is a string of O's and K\\v that w is a string of 1 's;

L/vv is to mean Iw I = 2'. Let G be the conjunction of the universal closures of ( 1 ) - (7):

(1) {3XQ){3X\){LQXQ
 л ¿ о * 1 л

 K-QXO Л K\X\ Л NXQX\)

(2) ( V (L у л L. v„ )) => (Зх)Су. у, х
()<i< ' ' ' ' ' ' '

3 Aanderaa's counterexample was first published in [Dreben, Andrews, and Aanderaa 1963]; it can
also be found in |van HeijentxMi 1967, 5711 and [Herbrand 1971, 193J.
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(4)

(5)

л ^У2^2 => Ny3Z3) Л
3 A Nyizi л A ^ л KoZ2

ßz)Hyiz

(6) Á^j Л

(7) v (Зг')Яу2г'

Let F be like G except that in clause (7) the universal quantifier (Vy) governs the entire

consequent.

We use coand c\ for the constants associated with the variablesXQ andX\ in clause (1),

/for the dyadic function associated with the variable x in clause (2), and g for the dyadic

function associated with the variable z in clause (7). To show E(G,p+l) is unsatisfiable,

suppose A made E(G,p+1 ) true. Let S с {0,1} * be the set of words of length 2' for some i,

0 < \<p. Define ф: S - £>(G,co) by: фО = c0, ф1 = cu if И= H = 2', 0 < i < p, then

ф( vw) =.Дфг; фи'). Note that if \w I = 2' then фи' has height /+1.

CLAIM 1. Let v,w € S have length 2', 0<i<p. Then

(a) Л t= L/фг л L/фн",

(b) if w is a string of 0's then A t= Ktffyw, and if w is a string of l's, A

(c) if val(w) = val(v)+l then

PROOF. By induction on /. For / = 0, фу and фи> are either CQ or c\\ (a), (b) and (c)

follow by clause (1). Now suppose (a), (b) and (c) hold for words of length 2'"1. if v and w

are such words, then Ai= Сфг'фн'фпг, by clause (2) and the definition of ф. By clause (3),

(a) and (b) then hold for words of length 2'. Suppose that val(w) = val(v)+l. Let w\, Wo, vi,

i'2 have length 2'"1, и1 = w\W2, v = \'\\'2- Then either vt'i = v\ and val(vt>>) = val(v'2)+ 1, or

else ми is a string of 0's, \>2 is a string of l's, and val(w'i) = val(V])+l. Note that At=

Сфи>] фи1? фи' and /4t= СфУ[ ф\'2 ф1'. Then Л(= MJ)v фи' follows from the induction hypo-

thesis, (a), and clause (4). •

CLAIM 2. Suppose I \v I = 2P. Then there is a term s of height p+2 such that A t= H$w s.
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PROOF. By induction on val(w). If val(w) = 0, then w is a string of 0's. By Claim 1,

At= Kocjw. By clause (5), there is a term s of height one greater than cjnv, i.e., of height

p+2, such that At= Нфп> s. Now suppose val(w)>0, and the claim holds for the string v of

length 2P with val(v) = val(w)-l. By Claim 1, At= N$v фм>. By the induction hypothesis,

for some t of height p+2, At= H$w t. Hence by clause (7), At= H<fyw g(<frv фн»). Thus the

term #(фу фи1) is the desired s. m

Now let w be the string of Г s of length 2P. By Claim 1, A^=K^w. By Claim 2, At=

H<\>w s for some term s of height p-2. But then an instance over D{G,p+2) of clause (6)

must be made false by A. We may conclude that no truth-assignment makes E(G,p+2)

true.

To show E(F,22P) is satisfiable, let y:D(E,w) -*• {0,1}* as follows: ycQ = 0; yc\ = 1;

yf{s t) = ysyt; for any other s,ys is the empty string. Note that if the height of a term s is q

then I ys I < 24"1. Define a truth-assignment A as follows: for s, t, и in D(F,w), At=Cyta iff

\ys\ = \yt\ and у« = ysyt; At= L¿s iff I ys I = 2 '; At= /iTos [At= ^IÄ] iff ул is a nonempty

string of 0's fl'sj; At= ÍVÍÍ iff I y* I = I Yi I and val(Yi) = val(Yi)+l; At= HJM iff the

height(w) > height(^) + val(ys).

It is a routine matter to check that A makes E(F,22P) true. The crucial point is that in

the functional form F* clause (7) becomes Ny\}>2 3 Hy\y v Hy2 (̂л>'2)')» where ^ is the 3-

place function sign associated with the variable z . Thus, if A t= Nst and A t= Hsu for no term

и of height < j , clause (7) can be true even though A^Htu for no и 'of height <j+\. This

makes it possible to assign truth-values to atomic formulas Hsu as in the previous

paragraph. That assignment, in turn, allows all instances of clause (6) over D(F,22P) to be

made true, for if A t= Pys л Lf}s then ys is the string of Г s of length 2P. Hence ht(i) = p+1

and val(Ys) = 22P, so that for no term и in D(F,22P) do we have Ai= Hsu.

Now, as was pointed out at the end of §2, Gödel's argument establishes that the

satisfiability of E(F,2pin+\)r-(m+i)2p) is sufficient for that of E(G,p), where n is the

number of function signs of F*, m is the largest degree of these function signs, and r is the

number of general variables that govern the subformula (\1х)Ф(х)\1 P). If F is a formula

of pure quantification theory, that is. contains no function signs, then n is just the number

of restricted variables off. By complicating the example given above we can construct, for

any /7, n, r, and m, a formula F of pure quantification theory such that F contains n

restricted variables, the maximum degree of any function sign in F* is m, F contains a

subformula (\/х)Ф(х)У P) governed by r general variables, and, if G is the formula

obtained from F by replacing this subformula with (ЕЬс)Ф(х) v P, then E(G,p+2) is

unsatisfiable while E(F,(n-3)m ) is satisfiable.
There are two modifications in the construction. To obtain n-3 as the base of expo-

nentiation, rather than 2, we shall consider words in a («-3)-letter alphabet instead of in
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{0,1}. This requires replacing clause (1) by a clause with п-Ъ existential variables. To

obtain mp in the exponent, rather than 2P, we replace triadic С with a (m+l)-adic letter, to

mean concatenation of m strings. By use of this new letter, terms of height p+1 will be able

to represent words of length mp. This will complicate the conditions on the predicate N,

expressed in clause (4).

Let к = и-4, let 0, 1,..., к be digits in a base п-Ъ numeral-system; let S be the set of

words on {0, I,. . . , к} of length »?' for some / > 0. For w € 5, let \w\ be the length of w

and val(w) be the numerical value of w when w is construed as a numeral in base п-Ъ. Let

G be the conjunction of the universal closures of ( 1) - (8):

(1) (3xo)...(3x/c)LoXo л ... л LQXIC Л KQXQ Л К\Хк л NXQXX Л... Л

л - л

(3) Л (L. у л Cv, ... уту , => L. у J

л Л {К у л К у л ... л Су ... у у => К у )
/ = 0,1 ' У ' 2 ' т тп iJm+V

(4) Л [(Су ...V у , л CV....V. Z.... г Z , л Л у̂. г.
( ) < / ' < m ' ' т m+i " ! " / - i ' ' " m + 1 / '

л Л (Р, у . л Р 7 ))=> Ny ,z ,)

(5)Koy=>(3z)Hyz

(6) ATiV'i Л

(7) Л(у1У2

~//yLv2

у v

As before, let F be like G except that in clause (7) the universal quantifier (Vy) governs the

entire consequent.

We use го,..., си for the constants associated with the existential variables of clause (1),

and/for the /c-adic function sign associated with the variable x of clause (2).

To show E(G,p+2) is unsatisfiable, suppose A made E(G,p+2) true. Let S c{0,..., к}*

be the set of words of length ml for some /, 0 < / <p. Define ф: S -»• D(G,(û) by <$я = c¿, 1
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< i < t, if Wi,..., wm € 5 all have length ml, i > 0, then ф(щ.~™т) = f($wi...$wm). Note

that if \w\ = m' then height^w) = /+1.

CLAIM 1. Let v and w £ S have length ml, 0<i<p. Then

(a) At= Ь/фу л Ẑ tjnv;

(b) if w is a string of Os then A i= Ktffyw, and if w is a string of ¿'s, Л t=

(c) if val(w) = val(v)+l then At= Mj)v фи>.

PROOF. By induction on /. (a) is proved as in the earlier example. For (b), we let w =

w\...wk, and v— vi...v¿, where each wyand v/has length /и1'"1. If val(w) = val(v)+l then for

some j , 1 < j < m, val(vvy) = val(vj)+l and for all r,j <r< m, vr is a string of ¿'s while Wj

is a string of O's. Note that At= Сфн>1...фм /̂пфм /̂п+1 л СфУ1...футфут+1. Hence At=

follows from the induction hypothesis, (a), and clause (4). ш

CLAIM 2. Suppose lw| = 2P. Then there is a term s of height p+2 such that Af= Нфм̂  s.

PROOF. AS in the previous example. •

Also as in the previous example, from claims 1 and 2 it follows that some instance of

clause (6) over D(F,p+2) must be made false by A. Hence no truth-assignment makes

E(G,p+2) true.

To show that E(F, (n-3)mP) is satisfiable, let y:D(F,(a) -*• {0,..., k}* as follows: yc¡ =

I for 0 < / < к ; \f[t]..Jk) - yt\...ytk\ for any other term t, yt is the empty string. Note that if

the height of a term s is q then \ys\ < ml'1. Define a truth-assignment A as follows: At=

Cs\...si(t iff IY-VII = ••• - Iv-V/tl and yt = ys[...ysk; A\= L¡s iff |у^| = ml; At= KQS [At= K\s\

iff Y¿ is a nonempty string of O's [¿'sj; At= Nsr iff |YS| = \yt\ and val(yr) = val(YJ)+l;

Aï Hsu iff the height(w) > height(.v) + val(Y-v).

It is a routine matter to check that A makes E(F, (n-3)mP) true.
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